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ABSTRACT 

A series of 16-inch square by 2-inch thick, multi-layered ceramic composite armor 
specimens have been inspected using a 128 element, 10MHz immersion phased array ultrasound 
system. Some of these specimens had intentional design defects inserted interior to the 
specimens. Because of the very large changes in acoustic velocities of the various layered 
materials, ultrasonic wave propagation is problematic. Further, since the materials used in the 
layers were stacked such that a lower elastic modulus material was on one side and a higher 
elastic modulus material was on the other, the side selected for ultrasonic insonification became 
a significant parameter.  To overcome some aspects of the issues with the acoustic wave 
propagation, two digital signal processing methods were employed.  These were: 1)- use of fast 
Fourier transforms (FFT) and 2)-an integrated signal analysis. Each method has strengths and 
weaknesses with application in part dependent upon the side of sample used for insonification. 
The results clearly show that use of these methods significantly improves defect detection.  This 
paper presents the details of the samples used, the issues with ultrasonic wave propagation, a 
discussion of the two digital signal processing algorithms and results obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 

Ceramic armor for vehicles offers significant potential improvement over historical 
materials as it provides a greater capacity for energy absorption and dissipation per unit mass, 
achieved through very high fracture toughness.  However, unlike their metallic predecessors, 
ceramic materials are much more vulnerable to manufacturing defects, as any such flaws can 
dramatically reduce that high toughness, thereby compromising the armor’s ability to protect 
military personnel.  Thus, an efficient non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method which can 
identify these defects before the armor is placed into service is critical to their effectiveness1.  
Conventional ultrasonic techniques have been used to both locate and characterize such defects 
in the monolithic ceramic tiles that make up the “backbone” of these armor panels2,3.  
Furthermore, phased-array ultrasound4 (PA-UT) has demonstrated significant improvement over 
these methods5 as it offers both enhanced sensitivity and markedly improved throughput67. 
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While PA-UT has clearly demonstrated its superior performance with regard to the 
monolithic tiles themselves, actual implementation of ceramic armor incorporates these 
monolithic tiles into a thick, multi-layered ceramic composite structure.  This creates an 
additional manufacturing step during which additional defects may be introduced, and thus an 
additional NDE screening would be required to reduce ballistic performance failures caused by 
these new defects.  However, because of the composite nature of the armor panels, the same 
NDE methodologies used for the monolithic tiles cannot simply be re-applied, as the composite 
design brings with it additional challenges that must be addressed in order to validate the 
integrity of the panels. 

APPROACH 

Figure 1a shows a schematic diagram of the layered structure of the composite armor 
panels.  As shown, there are four primary constituent materials used in the panel makeup:  the 
high-toughness ceramic tiles, a carbon-based matrix used to encase these tiles, an elastomeric 
layer used to distribute and attenuate mechanical stresses transmitted by the ballistic impact, and 
a glassy layer which provides a monolithic substrate to support the composite armor.  The 
individual tiles are then arranged side-by-side to form a panel, as shown in Figure 1b where a 
regular hexagonal tessellation (as was used in this work) is shown. 

    
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of composite layered armor panel: a) cross-section and b) top view. 

For the test panels investigated in this effort, two modifications were made to the as-
designed panel layup.  First, planar inclusions were intentionally inserted at the two most critical 
boundaries (i.e., on either side of the elastomeric bonding layer) to simulate a “disbond” at the 
locations where it would have the greatest effect in reducing the ballistic performance of the 
panel.  Second, two different armor tiles were used, each made from a different material, so as to 
reduce the manufacturing investment in each panel.  The more resource-intensive material 
(which also has the greater fracture toughness) was used in the tiles immediately adjacent to the 
inclusion, while all other tiles were made from the alternate material.  Two different 
configurations for the included “disbond” were used:  one in the center of a tile and one at the 
intersection of three tiles, as shown in Figure 2.  Finally, three different “disbond” sizes were 
used.  
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of composite layered armor panel showing pattern of ceramic tiles 
(where the darker tile is made from the more resource-intensive material) and location of 

intentional defects for a) single-tile location and b) tile intersection location. 

To evaluate the integrity of these elastomer boundaries the panels were inspected using a 
water-immersion phased-array system.  The phased-array probe consisted of 128 transducer 
elements operating at 10 MHz with an active area of 64mm by 7 mm.  By using a phased-array 
system we were able to dramatically improve inspection time (by eliminating most of the motion 
in the scan axis, replacing it with the much faster electronic indexing of the phased array, as 
illustrated in Figure 4) and adjust probe focus to accommodate the more complex structure of 
these panels.  Data acquired with this method yields a 3-D volume of reflection data.  The data 
are collected such that a single amplitude value is recorded for each point in the inspected 3-D 
volume.  For the 16” x 16” panels used in this study, such single point data collection amounts to 
over 180 Mb of data per panel when data acquired with 1 mm lateral resolution at a 50 MHz data 
acquisition rate.  However, because the acoustic impedance of the elastomeric material is 
dramatically different than that of the carbon-based matrix, very little of the incident acoustic 
energy is able to penetrate through this layer.  Therefore, each panel was inspected twice, once 
from each side.  Given the differences in properties and layup on either side of the elastomer, 
different inspection methodologies were used on either side. 

In the general case for immersion scanning ultrasonic methods (be it phased array or 
single transducer), when the exact location/depth of a defect(s) is not known, a 2-D 
representation of the scanned data can be obtained in the form of a c-scan, or 2-D map of peak 
amplitude as a function of scan and index position across the face of the plate.  Usually this C-
scan information is produced by selecting the peak amplitude from the reflections within the 
material, independent of depth.  To provide some depth information for that peak amplitude 
pulse, a time-of-flight (TOF) c-scan often accompanies an amplitude c-scan.  The arrival time of 
that peak, for a monolithic specimen, is linearly correlated to the depth from which that peak 
amplitude was reflected.  However, if the plane or depth of the defect is well known then only 
the reflected pulse data from that plane are of interest.  In such a case, in the A-scan data, a 
“time-width gate” can be set and ONLY data from within that time window will be used for the 
resulting C-scan.  The size of the digital data set in such a case becomes much more manageable.  
Examples of conventional C-scan results for one of the armor panels are shown in Figure 3 
below, in which timing gates were set around the first, second and third reflections from the 
Matrix/Elastomer interface. 
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 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. Conventional C-scan images of reflection from the Matrix/Elastomer boundary with 
timing gates centered on a) first, b) second and c) third reflections. 

When the specimen to be studied by ultrasound is not monolithic, e.g., is a layered 
medium such as these composite armor samples, or if a sample contains a number of distinct 
closely “stacked” defects (i.e., multiple defects that occur along a line normal to the inspection 
surface) then the ultrasound process becomes more complicated.  In such a case, the issue 
becomes a matter of trying to distinctly identify one layer separate from the others.  In this case, 
the conventional C-scan approach, which is only able to capture information for a single 
location/depth for each point on the inspected surface, is often unable to specifically 
identify/locate a defect unless it happens to coincide with the most reflective interface, and is 
generally unable to distinguish between multiple collinear defects.  Furthermore, when only a 
single plane is of interest, and the defect(s) of interest coincides with that plane, reflections from 
other interfaces in a layered medium may overlap that response, masking the effect of the defect.  
In these cases, the defect signature is often still present within the full data set, but extracting that 
signature using automated methods becomes a challenge.  Insonification from the top surface of 
an armor panel generates multiple reflections, as demonstrated in Figure 4a.  While the timing 
control afforded by the phased-array system naturally reduces the effect of interfaces near the 
surface, those close to the interface of interest are relatively in-phase with reflections from this 
interface, and thus can contribute significant noise.  This is seen in Figure 4b in which the 
discrete reflections from the Matrix/Elastomer interface (the 6 narrow dark bands labeled R1 
through R6) are interspersed with additional reflections from other interfaces (as indicated by the 
additional gray bands throughout the B-scan, especially in the top half).  With regard to the issue 
of multiple layer reflections, the current effort has evaluated two filtering methodologies which 
significantly improve the signal-to-noise ratio over conventional methodologies.  These filtering 
techniques have been applied to the received signals from ceramic-side inspections (where the 
multiple layers of high-velocity materials give rise to many interfering reflections), but are not of 
particular use for signals from support layer side inspections (where the tile is essentially 
monolithic down to the elastomer-matrix interface, and very little acoustic energy is reflected 
from interfaces beyond that one). 

 



 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 4. a) Schematic diagram of phased-array inspection of layered armor panel and b) 
resulting B-scan plotting reflected acoustic amplitude as a function of depth (vertical axis) and 

position on the panel (horizontal axis). 

RESULTS 

Graphite-side Inspection 
FFT filtering: Each interface (Water/Matrix, Matrix/Ceramic, Ceramic/Matrix, 

Matrix/Elastomer, Elastomer/Support and Support/Water) will reflect a portion of the acoustic 
energy incident thereon.  The relative amplitude of that reflection is dependent upon the acoustic 
impedance mismatch between the two materials forming that interface.  Thus, while there will be 
reflections from all five interfaces, the reflections from the first (Water/Matrix, which reflects 
~80% of the incident energy in this case) and fourth (Matrix/Elastomer, which reflects ~75% of 
the incident energy in this case) interfaces will have the largest amplitudes.  Unfortunately, the 
propagation time between the first, Water/Matrix, and second, Matrix/Ceramic, reflections (as 
well as between the third Ceramic/Matrix and fourth, Matrix/Elastomer) will be fairly small (a 
fraction of a microsecond), given the relatively high velocity in the relatively thin matrix layers.  
Because the time duration of each reflected acoustic pulse is of the same order as the separation 
between the reflections from these interfaces, the reflections overlap in time.  This is true of the 
first and second reflections from these interfaces (where the acoustic pulse is reflected between 
the subsurface interface, the surface of the tile, and the subsurface interface a second time).  Not 
until the third and subsequent reflections from each of these interfaces are they sufficiently 
temporally separate as to be able to distinguish them (see the A-scan of Figure 5 below).  
However, the acoustic velocity is independent of amplitude and thus the temporal spacing 
between higher-order reflections is constant.  Therefore, if we select only those components of 
the reflected acoustic signature that are periodic at this temporal spacing we should be able to 
greatly enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for that interface.  By examining the acoustic 
waveform in the frequency domain we can simply select only that frequency that corresponds to 
this temporal period (i.e., at the resonance frequency of the Matrix/Ceramic/Matrix “sandwich”), 
and the amplitude of that frequency component will be directly related to the reflectance of the 
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interface of interest.  Using this amplitude allows plotting scans for all positions in the “FFT 
Filtered” -scans.  An example for one such scan for panel D3 is shown in Figure 7a below.  
Interestingly, one additional benefit of this approach is the segregation of tile types.  Because the 
two grades of tile used in these panels have different acoustic velocities, they also have different 
resonance frequencies.  By selecting the frequency corresponding to the higher-performing tile 
material (with the higher acoustic velocity), only that tile type contributes significantly to the 
FFT-filtered C-scan of Figure 7.  This is further illustrated in the B-scan of Figure 6a below 
which shows the different time/depth spacing of the two tile types (with the higher-performance 
tile in the center).  One can then alternatively select the frequency corresponding to the alternate 
tile type to arrive at the FFT-filtered C-scan of Figure 6b, which not only emphasizes the 
alternate tile regions, but also reveals a C-shaped defect in the tile just above the center tile. 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a theoretical A-scan showing reflections from interfaces within a 
multiple layered-structure. For clarity, the waveform shown includes only the components of the 

waveform due to the Ceramic/Matrix and the Matrix/Elastomer interfaces. 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 6. a) B-scan of Ceramic-side inspection showing the different resonances for different tile 
materials, b) FFT-filtered C-scan tuned to examine the lower-performance tile regions. 



Comb filtering:  While the FFT filtering has the advantages of being very straightforward 
(requiring only velocity and thickness information for each material used) and including all 
transits between the Water/Matrix and Matrix/Elastomer interfaces (including those initially 
generated by other reflections), it still includes the initial front-surface reflection and the “ring-
down” from the first Ceramic/Matrix interface reflection in its analysis, and thus may not 
maximize the SNR (as these reflections do not contain any data about the interface in question).  
This is reflected in the slightly stronger weave pattern shown in the FFT results of Figure 7a (as 
compared with the Comb filter results of Figure 7b).  A more direct approach was therefore 
attempted.  This approach required one additional piece of information – the arrival time of the 
Water/Matrix interface front-surface reflection.  Once that is known, the exact arrival times for 
all subsequent reflections can be determined (again – if the velocity and thickness information 
for each layer is known) in a “front-follow” arrangement.  A “comb-filter” can then be 
constructed to pass only those components of the acoustic waveform that correspond to the 
arrival times of reflections from the interface of interest, beginning with the third (where 
temporal separation from other reflections begins).  By integrating the response within each of 
these reflections, the comb-filtered waveform is able to distinguish the reflection from the 
interface of interest, thereby maximizing the phased—array reflection pulse sensitivity to defects 
at that interface, as shown in Figure 7b.  However, it is worth noting that, while neither of these 
images reveal the included artificial “disbond” (as might be expected, given the already very 
high mismatch in impedance between the Matrix and Elastomer layers), there is clearly non-
uniformity in the amount of acoustic energy reflected from this interface.  The high-reflectivity 
regions on the interface are more clearly evident using the comb-filter technique, while the low-
reflectivity regions are better visualized using the FFT method.  Since we do not yet know which 
is a better predictor of ballistic performance, data was acquired for all samples using both 
techniques. 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 7. Phased array ultrasound data filtered c-scan data for tile D3, inspected from the 
graphite-side, using the a) FFT analytical method and b) comb-filter technique. 

S2-side Inspection 
Insonification of the armor tile from the Support side of the tile presents essentially a 

monolithic material, as the acoustic impedance of the Support and Elastomer materials are 



virtually identical.  A conventional c-scan approach, properly employed, can therefore be applied 
for inspection of the Support/Elastomer interface, as this interface will typically be the most 
reflective plane within the layered structure (as much of the acoustic energy incident on the 
Matrix side of the Elastomer will be totally internally reflected within the Elastomer).  However, 
if there are any smaller defects present within the thickness of the Support layer a conventional 
c-scan approach will be insensitive to these defects.  Thus, for our results from these inspections, 
two c-scan images are provided.  The first is a conventional c-scan in which the phased array is 
focused on the Elastomer/Matrix interface for both transmission and reception. The second 
specifically excludes this interface from the resulting a-scans and examines the remainder of the 
volume of the Support and Elastomer materials for either additional discontinuities within the 
Support material, or degradation of the Support/Elastomer interface.  In either case, any defect 
revealed can be further analyzed using the full data set.  An example of this approach is shown in 
Figure 8 below.  Figure 8a shows a B-scan (essentially a vertical slice through the 180 Mb data 
set) of the Support material in panel C5.  The Support/Elastomer interface is barely 
distinguishable at a “depth” of approximately 13 µs (given the virtually identical impedances for 
these two layers, less than 1% of the energy would be reflected from an intact interface).  
However, there is also a much more pronounced intermediate reflection at an apparent “depth” 
of approximately 11 µs – within the Support material.  For reference, the same cross-sectional 
“slice” from panel C6 is shown in Figure 8b.  Here, the Support/Elastomer interface is not really 
visible at all at 13 µs, but there is no intermediate reflection at 11 µs.  Instead, though a reflection 
is seen at approximately 5 µs.  Figure 9a shows a c-scan of the Support and Elastomer material 
layers in panel C5, where a reduced reflection is clearly evident (in the form of a thumbprint-
shaped region protruding from the lower left quadrant of the image), indicating that there is a 
higher reflection (i.e., a defect) covering the entire sample outside the thumbprint-shaped region.  
The TOF scan in Figure 9b shows that the peak amplitude within this thumbprint-shaped region 
is coming from near the Elastomer/Matrix interface, but that the peak signal in areas outside this 
region comes from within the Support material itself.  This would therefore indicate that a 
“disbond” within the Support layer has occurred everywhere outside the thumbprint region.  
Thus, if detection and location of these non-interfacial defects are of interest, the inspection 
methodology must be able to maximize sensitivity to all possible depths within the Support 
material, not just the Support/Elastomer interface. 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 8. 10 MHz Phased array B-scan data for S2-side insonification of tiles a) C5 and b) C6. 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 9. Phased array C-scan data for tile C5.  a) Conventional C-scan of the Support and 
Elastomer, showing a thumbprint-shaped reduced reflection region, and b) TOF image, showing 

a uniform time/depth of 11 µs below the surface for the area outside this region 

In cases where an artificial “disbond” was introduced between the Support and Elastomer 
layers, one would expect to see a significant change in the reflected energy, as this defect would 
marked alter the acoustic impedance mismatch of that interface.  This is clearly seen in the B- 
and C-scans of panel J3, shown in Figure 10 below.  The B-scan of Figure 10a was taken along a 
vertical line through the center of the panel, bisecting the ½” square defect.  Of note is the fact 
that, in addition to revealing the defect, the B-scan also indicates that the overall integrity of the 
Support/Elastomer interface is not as strong as was observed in the earlier panels of Figure 8. 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 10. a) B-scan and b) C-scan of panel J3 clearly indicating the included defect within the 
Support/Elastomer interface. 



CONCLUSION 

In summary, two specific digital signal processing techniques have been developed to 
help improve phased array ultrasonic inspection and analysis of multi-layered ceramic armor 
panels.  The location of some of the specific layered materials, especially the highly attenuative 
central Elastomer layer, suggests that ultrasonic inspections for locating and identifying internal 
defects be conducted from each side of the panels.  In addition, because of the specific properties 
of the layers, different inspection methodologies should be used for each side in order to 
maximize detection sensitivity.  Inspection from the Ceramic side, where the multiple layers of 
high-velocity materials create multiple and often overlapping acoustic reflections, use of an FFT 
or Comb-filtering technique likely would be best to locate and identify interfacial defects.  The 
detection sensitivity from these two methods differs slightly.  Comparing these two techniques to 
determine which of the two is the “better” method depends upon the predictability of ballistic 
performance provided by each technique. 

Unlike the Ceramic-side insonification, where multiple high-velocity layers are present, 
inspection from the Support side, in which the panel behaves largely as a monolithic material, 
can be accomplished without the additional signal processing.  Detection of interfacial defects at 
the Support/Elastomer interface has been clearly demonstrated.  However, in cases where defects 
occur within the Support layer (a particularly likely scenario for post-impact examination, but 
still observed even within the untested panels), it is critical not only that these defects be detected 
(even when multiple “stacked” defects are present) but that the sensitivity of the detecting system 
be maximized for that detection.  This would best be performed using the Dynamic Depth 
Focusing (DDF) method unique to phased-array inspection.  In this method, the acoustic energy 
is transmitted into the material with a time delay between array elements that will “focus” the 
energy at a particular depth (say, the Support/Elastomer interface).  If only interfacial defects are 
of interest, a simple c-scan of the reflection from this interface is sufficient to identify and locate 
those defects.  However, if defects within the bulk of the Support material are also of interest (as 
is clearly the case for the panels presented here, in which there appears to be some kind of planar 
defect within the Support layer), DDF allows for the time delay between array elements to be 
adjusted dynamically so that the received signals are “focused” at each reflecting depth rather 
than the transmitted depth only (as would be the limitation for conventional ultrasound).  This 
greatly enhances both the sensitivity to and fidelity of non-interfacial defects without 
compromising sensitivity to interfacial defects, and thus will be the focus of our continuing 
efforts, particularly as we examine the panels after ballistic impact. 
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